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ABSTRACT

To model the "black boxes" in a command and telemetry simulation, it is important to
preserve the abstraction of a one-to-one match between the real-world interfaces and the
simulated interfaces. Everywhere a physical interface exists on the box, there needs to be
a simulated interface. Preserving this abstraction allows the model to evolve more
naturally with real-world design changes. In most command and telemetry systems, many
different types of commands and telemetry can be sent over a single interface. This
creates a problem in preserving the interface abstraction if the Ada language is used for
implementation. Due to the fact that Ada is a "strongly typed" language, a different or
overloaded operation needs to exist for each type of command or telemetry. However, 
by using a "discriminated variant record" to represent the commands and telemetry
streams, a single operation can be used in the Ada specification. This not only preserves
the abstraction but makes the software more maintainable by allowing the data list to
change during the design of the "black box" without changing the Ada specification. As
a result, "loose coupling" is achieved, a common set of commands and telemetry formats
can be "inherited" to promote reuse, and overall system development and maintenance
costs are reduced.
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INTRODUCTION

In an advanced telemetry simulation for training, high fidelity models are required to
preserve the real-world abstractions. A low fidelity simulation, or a simulation that does
not properly provide an accurate abstraction of the real-world system, can produce
negative training and cause a dangerous response by the trainee in a real-world situation.
In an object-oriented simulation, the model components map one-to-one with the
real-world components. In a functional simulation, the model components map to the
real-world functions. A functional simulation runs into problems when a real-world
component provides many functions. If a real-world component is changed, then every
functional component which models that object in the simulation must be changed.
However, in an object-oriented simulation, if a component is changed, then only that
object in the simulation must be changed. Therefore by preserving a close match between
the real-world black boxes of a telemetry system and simulated objects of a telemetry
simulation, an accurate and maintainable simulation can be produced.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a method for preserving a close match
between telemetry system black boxes and telemetry simulation objects during the
implementation phase of a telemetry simulation design. Traditionally, an object-oriented
design approach starts with an analysis phase where the classes end their operations and
attributes are identified. Then, a design phase occurs which maps the classes from the
analysis phase into specifications. Finally, the system is implemented in the chosen
software language [Seidewitz 92].

This paper presents an object-oriented implementation using the Ada language for a
telemetry black box simulation which preserves the one-to-one match between the
real-world physical characteristics of the black box and the simulated characteristics of
the object model. First, the black box will be defined. Then, the black box model
abstraction will be presented. Then, an Ada implementation will be described. Finally,
some examples will be given.

BLACK BOX DEFINITION

For the purpose of this paper, a black box is defined as any state machine which accepts
commands, produces telemetry, and processes inputs based on the its internal state (see
Figure 1). The data list is defined as the inputs to the black box which the box will
manipulate and output to the next box in the simulation (e.g. the raw data stream input to
a bit sync). The commands are the modifiers of the box's internal state. The box will
manipulate the incoming data based on its internal state (e.g. the power setting on a
variable gain power amp). The telemetry list contains the state attributes of 



FIGURE 1:  Black Box Inputs and Outputs

the box which are used for data quality monitoring or other status services 
(e.g. the baseplate temperature on a video compression unit). The telemetry can either be
produced on command (asynchronously) or in a rate-monotonic manner (synchronously).

OBJECT-ORIENTED ABSTRACTION

To model the black box in an object-oriented manner, the box's attributes and operations
must be defined. From figure 1, the black box has only two operations: the ability to
receive data and receive commands. A result of receiving data will be to output data, and
the black box will also produce telemetry on its own. From this infomation we can create
a Booch diagram for this component (see Figure 2). The attributes of the box will be the
black box's internal state data. The state data is required for the math models used to
manipulate the input data and for the calculation of the telemetry. This data is specific to
the application.

ADA IMPLEMENTATION

To implement our black box model, we will utilize several of the built-in characteristics
of the Ada language. Ada is a strongly typed language. In a strongly typed language a
type definition defines both the set of values and the set of operations upon those values.
The Ada compiler will not allow any operations to be performed, or values to exist,
which do not conform to the exact type definition. This strong typing relieves the
designer fom the drudgery of worrying about such trivial details. Therefore, to pass data
items of different types to a package, a different operation or overloaded operation must
exist for each different type. Overloading operations allows the use of the same name for
similar operations on distinct data structures of different types. Although commonly
used, overloading operators breaks 



FIGURE 2:  Black Box Booch Diagram

our abstraction of a one-to-one match between real-world and simulated interfaces.
Instead, we can use one operation to import all different data types by using
discriminated variant records in our parameter list. A discriminated (variant) record is a
type which is defined to have polymorphic structure. This allows the designer to create a
model where the fomat of a particular data flow may change over time. Specifically, a
given input may take any of several different forms, most likely with a key indicating
which particular form this individual data element has taken. The variant record type
structure in Ada allows data flow inputs to take any of. these several possible formats,
and the corresponding software can act accordingly with the particular forms of data.
Combined with the strong typing of the language, this allows the designer to build a
highly complex model using relatively simple tools, and a great deal of flexibility in a
single algorithm. Therefore, to pass different data types in the parameter lists of the
"receive_data" and "receive_commands" operations, we will use discriminated variant
record types. This is best shown with an example.



EXAMPLE - BLACK BOX IMPLEMENTATION

The following is the Ada specification for a video compression unit class implemented as
an abstract data type (ADT):

with Formats;
with Attributes;
with CaIendar;

package Video_Compression_Unit is

type Object is limited private;

type Data_Formats is (S_Band_Data, KU_Band_Data, UHF_Data);
type Data-Kinds (The_Data_Format : Data_Formats) is

record
case The_Data_Format is

when S-Band_Data =>
The S_Video_Data : Formats.Low_Res_Videos;

when KU_Band_Data =>
The KU_Video_Data : Formats.High_Res_Videos;

when UHF_Band_Data =>
The UHF_Video_Data : Formats.StiII_Frame_Videos;

end case;
end record;
type Command_ Formats is (Set_Compression_Code, Set_Data_Rate,

      Set_Power_state, Set_Time_Word) ;
type Command_Kinds (The_Command_Format : Command_Formats) is

record
case The_Command_Format is

when Set_Compression_Code =>
The_Code : Formats.Compression_Codes;

when Set_Data_Rate =>
The_Data_Rate : Integer;

when Set_Power_State =>
The_Power_State : BooIean;

when Set_Time_Word =>
The_Greenwich_Mean_Time : Calendar.Time;

end case;
end record;

procedure Receive_Data (The_VCU : in out Object; The_Data : Data_Kinds);



procedure Receive_Command (The_VCU : in out Object;
 The_Command : Command_Kinds);

private
type Object is

record
The_Attribute_1 : Attributes. Type_1;

•
•
•

The_Attribute_n : Attributes.Type_n;
end record;

end Video_Compression_Unit;

The following is a skeletal body for the package (our intent is to demonstrate modelling
the structure, the specifics of the particular black box are not of interest):

task Telemetry_Update;
task body Telemetry_Update is

The_Period : constant Duration := number of seconds;
The_Next_Update : Calendar.CIock + The Period;
use CaIendar;

begin
loop

delay The_Next_Update - Calendar.CIock;
Call_Update (with telemetry data);
The_Next_Update := Next_Update + The_Period;

end loop;
end TeIemetry_Update;

CONCLUSION

Using an object-oriented design methodology allows implementations in the Ada
language to preserve the abstractions of the real-world design. Taking advantage of
built-in Ada constructs, an object-oriented simulation model can closely match the
real-world interfaces being modelled. This builds upon object-oriented themes for reuse
and maintainability. Reuse is achieved with black box packages. Maintainability is
achieved by the one-to-one correspondence between the characteristics of the simulated
and real-world models, which in turn allow changes in the real-world design to be
reflected identically in the simulation design.
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